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Abstract: The US trucking industry trade press often portrays the US labor market for truck drivers as not working, citing persistent driver shortages and high levels of firm-level turnover, and predicting significant resulting constraints on the supply of motor freight services. We investigate the truck driver labor market using three techniques. First, using data from the Occupational Employment Statistics of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, we delineate the structure of the driver workforce. Second, from the same source we find that the trucking labor market has displayed some characteristics of a “tight” labor market since 2003: rising nominal wages, stable/growing employment, and lower rates of unemployment than other blue collar jobs. Third, using data from the Current Population Survey we describe the occupations and industries from which drivers come and to which drivers go, when they change occupations, and statistically analyze these entries and exits. We find relatively high rates of occupational attachment among drivers, and importantly, we also find that truck drivers respond in the expected manner to differences in earnings and hours across occupations. Finally, we point out that the issues discussed by the industry are concentrated in one segment of the overall market, that for drivers in long distance truckload (TL) motor freight. These findings, taken together, suggest a more nuanced view of this labor market. The market as a whole appears to work as well as any other blue-collar labor market, and while the truck driver market tends to be “tight,” there do not appear to be any special constraints preventing entry into (or exit from) the occupation. There is thus no reason to think that driver supply should fail to respond to price signals in the standard way, given sufficient time.
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1. **Introduction**

How does the labor market for truck drivers compare to the labor markets for other blue-collar occupations with similar human capital requirements? The most prominent story about the market for drivers is that told by the American Trucking Associations (ATA), which represent firms that are central industry participants. The ATA has been arguing systematically since an initial report in 2005 that firms hauling freight for-hire face a shortage of truck drivers (ATRI Staff 2005; Global Insight Inc. 2005; Costello 2017), and discussion within the industry of a shortage actually dates to the late 1980s (Casey 1987; Mele 1988; Cooke 1989). Stories about a persistent driver shortage, and the potential effects on the larger economy, have also appeared periodically in major media outlets, most recently in 2018 (Long 2018; Meyersohn 2018).

The consistent position from major industry stakeholders that there is a long-standing shortage of employees poses a puzzle for empirical labor economics. Economists think of a shortage as a type of disequilibrium situation which normal market forces will tend to moderate and eventually remove, other things equal. A sound theoretical foundation for labor surpluses (and potentially, for associated unemployment) has long been recognized in the concept of efficiency wages, in which it is profit-maximizing for the pay level to be held above the market-clearing level by employers, creating a surplus of job seekers and queues for such “good jobs” (Cain 1976; Weiss 1990). Shortages, however, are somewhat harder to understand.

---

6 We note that an earlier version of the material herein was contained in a larger paper about the truck driver labor market, the long distance truckload segment of that market, and the prospects for autonomous trucks, which was presented at the 59th Annual Transportation Research Forum, April, 2018, Minneapolis, MN. The present paper represents a revision and updating of the first half of the earlier and longer paper; the balance of the earlier paper is intended to be revised in a separate future analysis.

7 We acknowledge helpful comments from Jesse Eklund, Denis Ostroushko, Jon Anderson, Linda Cohen and participants at the 59th Annual Transportation Research Forum, Minneapolis, MN April 11, 2018.

8 We define “blue collar” occupations as those falling in the following categories: i) construction, ii) production, iii) transportation and material moving, and iv) installation, maintenance, and repair.

9 The American Trucking Associations is a federation of 50 state trucking associations, which also includes cross-cutting subgroups that cover specific industry segments (e.g. the Automobile Carriers Conference) and specific professional functions within the industry (e.g. the Technology and Maintenance Council).
A shortage is generally alleviated in the short run by price (i.e. wage) increases, and in the longer run by the development of new supply in response to higher wages (which may or may not bring wages back near their original level, depending on the cost of the new supply). While it is not unusual for any specific market to be out of equilibrium at a point in time, for a market to be consistently out of equilibrium in the direction of a shortage over more than a decade (or longer if we consider the earlier industry discussion of a driver shortage), suggests either some unusual and persistent causal factor at work, such as a skills-mismatch or regulatory constraint preventing workers from entering employment or changing occupations, or a misapplication of economic terminology in describing the situation.

Labor economists have addressed the problem of how to identify “occupational labor shortages” in various settings, starting with Blank and Stigler (1957), who offer the following definition relevant to the current question: that “the quantity of labor services in question that is demanded is greater than the quantity supplied at the prevailing wage (1957; page 23).”¹⁰ In her turn-of-the-century review of prior work, Veneri (1999) argues that no single criterion based in standard governmental data sources can be used to identify an occupational shortage, but suggests that there are some signs that would indicate a “tight” labor market, which in turn could make it appropriate to speak of a shortage. These are a) increasing wages relative to alternative employment opportunities for potential job seekers, b) lower unemployment rates than in alternative employment opportunities, and sometimes c) employment levels that are either rising or holding steady, but not falling.

In this paper we use publicly available data collected by agencies of the US government on employment, earnings, and occupational mobility to examine the state of the labor market for truck drivers. We first describe the structure of the occupation—there are three detailed occupational categories which fall within the broader truck driving occupation—and identify the numbers engaged in

---

¹⁰ This is the second of three definitions they offer as being used in practical settings; the other two are less relevant.
the different types of truck driving. Second, we compare the earnings of truck drivers and their employment levels to those of a broad group of related jobs (“blue collar” occupations\textsuperscript{11}) requiring similar human capital, to look for signs of a tight labor market. Third, we ask whether the labor market for this occupation operates in the manner economic theory would predict. We tabulate from which occupations and industries those entering truck driving originate, and to which occupations and industries those exiting truck driving go. We then present an econometric model of entries and exits, analyzing how differences in earnings and hours affect movements into and out of the truck driving occupation, to see if these are consistent with economic theory.

We find that there are indeed some indicators that the market for truck drivers has tended towards tightness over the period from 2003 through 2017: wages have been strong relative to similar blue collar occupations and employment numbers have been robust by the same standard. But we also find indicators of normal labor market behavior. Individuals who migrate into and out of this occupation come from occupations that either have on-the-job contact with truck drivers or have similar human capital requirements and job-specific skills, and entries and exits respond in the standard way to differences in earnings and hours. Surprisingly, it also appears that truck driver occupational attachment is actually a bit higher than that of some other blue-collar occupations. This suggests that the market for truck drivers works about as well as that for other blue-collar occupations, and that broadly speaking, we should expect that if wages rise when the labor market for truck drivers is too tight, the potential for any long term shortages will be ameliorated.\textsuperscript{12} We conclude by noting that the labor supply issues highlighted by the industry are concentrated, by the industry’s own account, in one specific segment of

\textsuperscript{11} Defined above, footnote 8, page 3.

\textsuperscript{12} Of course, “operating about as well as other blue collar labor markets” may not be a very high standard; those concerned with the development of income inequality in the US have suggested that secular stagnation of the wages and earnings in blue collar labor markets is an important social problem (Mishel, Bivens et al. 2012).
the market—that for drivers in for-hire long distance truckload motor freight; a more specific analysis of this segment may prove fruitful, but is not addressable with the data utilized in the present paper.

The balance of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides background on the size of market for trucking services and the regulations surrounding truck driving work. Section 3 displays the employment and earnings patterns of truck drivers relative to those of other blue collar workers. Section 4 first describes how Current Population Survey (CPS) data can be used to analyze truck drivers and then presents unemployment statistics for drivers and relevant comparison groups, followed by exhibiting the patterns of occupations and industries from which drivers come and to which they go. Section 5 presents econometric models of entries into and exits from the truck driving occupation, to evaluate the effects of earnings and hours on these movements. In section 6 we return to place the industry’s perception of a truck driver shortage into the context of our analysis, and Section 7 concludes.

2. How Many Truck Drivers Are There, and How Important Is Trucking?

Truck driving is a large, low-education, predominantly male occupation with distinctive rules governing the terms of employment for many in the occupation. According to data from the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) survey, a nationally representative survey of non-farm business establishments administered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), there were approximately 1.75 million heavy-truck/tractor-trailer employee drivers in the U.S. in 2017, along with 877,670 light-truck/delivery employee drivers, and an additional 427,000 driver/sales workers (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018b; Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018c). The projected growth from 2016 to 2026 of these

---

13 Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers are Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) code 53-3032, Light and Delivery Truck drivers are SOC code 53-3033, and Driver/Sales Workers are SOC code 53-3031 (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018a). We note that according to the OES definition the only one of these categories requiring a commercial driver’s license (CDL) is the first. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration estimates that 3,100,000 drivers used CDLs in interstate transportation in 2017, and an additional 900,000 used them in intrastate work (Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 2017). These estimates are based on the number of CDLs extant, adjusted downward to account for individuals not actively using their CDLs on the job. The fact that this
occupational segments is 213,500, 109,800, and 48,200, respectively (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018d). These numbers omit owner operators, self-employed truck drivers, who comprise between 10% and 15% of the heavy truck driving labor force (Burks, Belzer et al. 2010), and do not include drivers employed at farm establishments. The occupation is characterized by modest levels of education; the mode is a high school degree (Belman, Monaco et al. 2005; O*NET Online 2016). There are low returns to additional education and to firm tenure for heavy and tractor-trailer truck drivers (Belman, Monaco et al. 2005).

Drivers who are engaged in any aspect of interstate transportation (whether working in one locality or across state lines) are not subject to the overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act which govern the majority of other private and public sector occupations; their hours are governed by the Federal Hours of Service (HOS) regulations, which limit drivers to approximately 60 hours of work over a seven day period, and do not require time-and-a-half for weekly hours over 40. Most tractor-trailer drivers work far in excess of 40 hours per week (Belman, Monaco et al. 2005; O*NET Online 2016).

Truck driving is important not only because it is a large occupation, but because the services provided by truck drivers are critically important to the U.S. economy. In 2016 the for-hire trucking industry comprised 31.75% of the gross output in transportation and warehousing, and 1.149% of the gross output of private industry (Bureau of Economic Analysis 2016). This figure actually understates

---

14 The BLS also issues the Employment Projections (EP) statistics, which include estimates of the self-employed in each occupation. For 2016 the difference in the two estimates is 1,871,700 (EP) – 1,705,520 (OES) = 166,180. This implies a BLS estimate of the number of owner-operators in heavy and tractor-trailer truck driving of about 166,000.

15 Technically, drivers who make very aggressive use of the currently-permitted “34-hour restart” provision of the rules can actually work up to approximately 80 hours per week, but relatively few do this.
the importance of trucking services, since roughly half of trucking activities are classified as “private carriage” (firms hauling their own freight; more formally, firms who provide trucking services internally and whose primary business is not trucking) which may not be captured in trucking industry-level figures, since federal statistical agencies assign industry codes according to the firm’s primary line of business (Burks, Belzer et al. 2010).16

In the past, truck users were surveyed directly as part of the Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS), which permitted direct measurement of private carriage. While the VIUS was last conducted in 2002, an analysis of historical VIUS data estimates that the total production of trucking services in private carriage was similar in magnitude to that of for-hire carriage (Burks, Monaco et al. 2004a).17 This suggests that the value of the gross output of all trucking services accounts for more than 2% of private industry’s gross output in the U.S. Trucking is the primary mode of transportation within the U.S., with trucks carrying 68.1% of cargo by value in 2015 (Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2018, Table 3-1), and this omits intermodal movements, a substantial fraction of which involve trucks (Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2015). In addition to moving goods produced and consumed within the U.S., trucking is a crucial component of international trade. In 2016 65% of the value of goods transported between the U.S. and its border countries (Canada and Mexico) was carried by truck (Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2018, Table 3-3).

3. Employment and Earnings: Truck Drivers versus Other Blue Collar Workers

---

16 See also the discussion of how to implement this distinction in government survey data in Section 10: Appendix C.
17 According to the same analysis, during the period before 2000, private carriers tended to have a higher proportion of smaller trucks and operate them a smaller number of annual miles than did for-hire carriers.
We use OES estimates (introduced above, Section 2) to examine the employment and earnings of truck drivers relative to other workers.\textsuperscript{18} The OES uses the standard occupational classification (SOC) system to identify occupations, which allows us to analyze the three types of drivers identified above: heavy truck drivers, light truck drivers, and sales drivers.

Figure 1 presents employment of heavy truck drivers relative to light truck and sales/delivery drivers ("all other truck drivers employment"). Heavy truck drivers comprise roughly half of total truck driver employment. Though truck driver employment dipped during the recession, it is notable that by 2013 employment was roughly back to its 2003 level – there were approximately 2.9 million truck drivers in 2003 (1.5 million heavy truck drivers) and 2.8 million truck drivers in 2013 (1.6 million heavy truck drivers). By 2016 the total number of truck drivers was almost 3.0 million (1.7 million heavy truck drivers). Blue collar employment (not including truck drivers) was estimated at 28.3 million in 2003, 25.2 million in 2013, and 26.9 million in 2016. The stability of trucking employment over the past 14 years provides some evidence of a tight labor market for truck drivers – the demand for drivers has remained strong while demand for workers with low levels of education has declined substantially in other sectors.

\textsuperscript{18} Though we present the estimates on charts with a time dimension, it is important to note that the OES is not intended to be used as a time series; our focus is primarily on the relationship between truck drivers and other occupations.
This picture of a relatively tight labor market is supported by the earnings estimates from the OES (Figure 2). The bars represent the level of nominal earnings. While it appears that truck drivers are at an earnings disadvantage relative to non-driving blue collar workers, this wage disadvantage is only evidence of an earnings gap between light and sales drivers and blue-collar workers – heavy truck drivers earn more than blue collar workers throughout the period (ranging from 10% more in 2003 to 3% in 2005, to 6% in 2016). In summary, driver employment is stable or slightly increasing over time, and associated with this we observe earnings that are increasing in nominal terms and strong relative to other jobs with similar educational requirements. This is consistent with a labor market in which overall supply is responding over time in the expected manner to growing overall demand.
The main advantage of the OES is its large sample size – it is possible to get reliable estimates of employment and earnings at a detailed occupational level; however, it lacks other information about workers’ characteristics. To further examine the dynamics of the truck driver labor market, we turn to data from the Current Population Survey (CPS).


Before continuing our analysis, we need to first describe the data to be used for the next section of this paper in a bit more detail. We use data from the CPS public-use microdata files from 2003-2017. The CPS surveys a representative sample of the US workforce on a rolling basis; using the structure of the CPS we create “short panels” of individuals who are observed twice, exactly 12 months apart, when they are asked questions about their occupation and employment. Such panels are known as Outgoing
Rotation Groups (ORGs); we call the first observation “period 1” and the second observation “period 2”. We restrict our sample to males aged 20-65. We use 20 years of age as the lower bound as 21 is the minimum age for an individual to qualify for a commercial driver’s license in interstate transportation.\textsuperscript{19} We use only males, as the truck driving occupation has a very small share of females (less than 5% over the time period in question). In the sample of males there are approximately 22,000 reporting the occupation of truck driver, or slightly over 4% of the total sample for which occupational codes are present.\textsuperscript{20}

The advantage of using the CPS data is that we can capture individual characteristics and identify them exactly one year later. The disadvantage is that we cannot tell whether an individual is a heavy and tractor-trailer driver (hereinafter “heavy driver”), light or delivery truck driver, or driver/sales worker, as these three SOCs are aggregated into a single Census Occupation Code “driver/sales worker and truck driver.” To the extent possible, we attempt to remove drivers not operating heavy and tractor-trailer trucks (hereinafter “heavy trucks”) from the truck driver sample. Light or delivery truck drivers and driver/sales workers are different than heavy drivers (as is evident from their wages in the OES and the tasks associated with their jobs identified in O*NET (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018b; Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018c)). We rely on two sources of auxiliary information, the 2002 Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey, and the Industry-occupation Matrix provided by BLS (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2017a; Bureau of Labor Statistics 2017b). Using these sources, we drop observations in industries that have few heavy truck drivers.\textsuperscript{21} Wholesale and Retail Trade both have a minority of heavy truck drivers among all truck drivers employed, but that minority nonetheless adds up to approximately

\textsuperscript{19} We want the data set to contain those who are eligible to become drivers in interstate transportation by their second observation, and in addition, some states allow those aged 18-20 to operate heavy and tractor-trailer trucks in intrastate-only transportation.

\textsuperscript{20} For a more detailed description of the data, including the matching process, see Section 8: Appendix A.

\textsuperscript{21} For a more detailed description of how observations are selected for dropping, see Section 9: Appendix B.
15% of all heavy truck drivers. So our default analysis excludes them, and we look to see if results change when we add them back, as a robustness check.\textsuperscript{22}

Finally, we reconsider how to categorize drivers in the CPS sample by industry. According to the formal definitions of these two types of trucking operations (described above in Section 2), “for-hire” carriers haul freight as their primary business, while “private carriers” provide trucking services within a firm that is engaged in another primary line of business (Burks, Belzer et al. 2010). In this paper we do not distinguish between for-hire and private carriage in the data in the way that is typically done, based on whether a driver’s Census industry code is “Truck Transportation” or not.\textsuperscript{23} Instead, we use a more general distinction between for-hire drivers as those employed at establishments in transportation (2-digit categories 48-49 in the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS; United States Census Bureau 2017a), which includes all of “Transportation and Warehousing”) on the one hand, and private carriage drivers as those employed at establishments in all other industries, on the other (United States Census Bureau 2017a).\textsuperscript{24} After adjusting the identification of which drivers are for-hire and which are private carriage, we are left with the distribution of industries shown in Table 1.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{22} Further details are provided in Section 9, Appendix B.

\textsuperscript{23} More formally, the trucking designation is NAICS 3-digit code 484 “Truck Transportation” (United States Census Bureau 2017c).

\textsuperscript{24} Our results are generally not sensitive to this distinction – results using the more conventional separating of for-hire versus private carriage as drivers in trucking versus non-trucking industries are available from the authors upon request.

\textsuperscript{25} For further details and a comparison of our approach with the conventional one, see Section 10, Appendix C. The reason for making this change is that the categorization of the industry of a driver is based on the primary business at the establishment or location at which the driver is employed, and this can introduce two misclassifications from the standpoint of the definitions of for-hire and private carriage offered above. One is due to private carriage drivers at establishments engaged primarily in trucking, and a second due to drivers at large parcel carriers, whose establishments are classified as part of transportation and warehousing, but not within the trucking industry per se.
Table 1: Industry Distribution of Truck Drivers in the CPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Percent of Truck Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale Trade</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Trade</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For-hire</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration, Support, Waste Management, Remediation</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.1. Patterns of Occupational and Industrial Mobility for Truck Drivers

There is a great deal of literature that addresses the question of why workers switch jobs. While the types of switching and models vary between papers, job switching is generally linked to individual preferences, individual abilities, and available opportunities (Bartel and Borjas 1981; Mincer and Jovanovic 1981; Light and McGarry 1998; Neal 1999; Munasinghe and Sigman 2004; James 2011). However, there is limited work in the literature specifically on truck drivers. Two prior non-academic studies for the ATA on labor supply of truck drivers (Christenson, Aames et al. 1997; Global Insight Inc. 2005) focused on the role of alternative job opportunities, such as in unskilled construction work, but this has not been well-examined within the academic literature. Beilock (2005) provided a study of a relatively small number of long-haul drivers of refrigerated trucks, and suggested that the tenure of truck drivers, while relatively short, is not unlike that of individuals in jobs with similar qualifications. This has some support in more general models of occupational switching. James (2011) models multiple scenarios using data from the NLSY97, including occupational clustering and occupational cycling, and finds that there is correlation between laborer and driver jobs within transportation.

26 A tendency for job switchers to experience wage decreases after switching jobs is typically seen as either evidence of a poor initial match (the worker is low ability) or the result of disruptions in tenure lowering wages (in a typical human capital model). The latter is often dismissed in models that find that firm or industry tenure is less important for earnings than total occupational experience (Kambourov and Manovskii, 2009; Neal 1999).
We first examine the patterns of industry and occupational mobility visible in CPS ORG data on truck drivers, and then analyze whether typical factors, such as differences in earnings and hours, predict moves into and out of the occupation. All of our analysis will consider for-hire and private carriage drivers separately, since there are systematic differences between the two groups; drivers in for-hire trucking are more likely to be engaged in long-haul trucking and those in other sectors are more likely to be engaged in short-haul trucking (Burks, Monaco et al. 2004a). As can be seen in Table 2, the hours and wages of these drivers are substantially different (comparing drivers who are employed full-time).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>For-hire</th>
<th>Private Carriage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real hourly wage</td>
<td>$20.27</td>
<td>$18.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usual hours</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Race, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than High School Diploma</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Diploma</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some College, Associate or Vocational Degree</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Degree or Higher</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations from CPS outgoing rotation group data, 2003-17

Recalling that CPS ORG data allows us to observe the occupation and employment status of the same individuals twice, one year apart (“period 1” and “period 2”), we see in Figure 3 that there are substantially different patterns of occupational retention in the two segments. Truck drivers who are employed in private carriage in period 1 are substantially less likely to remain truck drivers in period 2 than are for-hire drivers. Over the entire timespan, we see that roughly 82% of those who were for-hire truck drivers in period 1 remained for-hire truck drivers in period 2. The corresponding figure for private carriage drivers is 71%. Across all drivers in the sample the one-year occupational migration rate is 22%. This is in line with Kambourov and Manovskii (2008) who find occupational mobility of 18% at the
relatively detailed “three-digit” level, using Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) data across all
workers for an earlier period (1969-1997). Further restricting their findings to workers with
demographics similar to truck drivers – high school education or lower and aged 35-40 – the three-digit
occupational migration is still 18%, indicating that what we see across all drivers is roughly similar to
workers economy-wide, as well as those with similar levels of education.
Figure 3: Percentage of Truck Drivers Who Retain their Occupation in Period 2

Figure 4: Initial Occupation Departed for Those Who Enter Truck Driving
Trucking operations in for-hire trucking appear to draw truck drivers from similar occupations as do trucking operations in private carriage (all other industries), with a few differences (Figure 4). Both segments draw from construction and extraction occupations, but the proportion drawn by private carriage is approximately 50% higher. Another key occupation is non-trucking transportation and material movers (roughly 19% for both segments), which is not surprising given that freight handlers are more likely to come into contact with truck drivers, making them more familiar with the occupation. Somewhat surprising is the number of truck drivers who are originally managers/executives (especially among for-hire drivers). The largest single three-digit occupation reported within this group is “managers, all other”, followed by chief executives and transportation managers. A look at the industries of origin for former managers who became truck drivers shows the most common industries to be trucking and related transportation services. Interestingly, the largest single occupation from which for-hire trucking draws drivers is office and administrative work; the proportion drawn to private carriage from this occupation is less than half as large. This may reflect the fact that office and administrative personnel in for-hire firms have greater contact with drivers than do those in trucking operations situated in other industries.
The occupations to which truck drivers exit are similar in profile to those from which they are drawn (Figure 5). The fact that the alternate occupations among those who leave and enter are similar leads us to believe that these jobs (particularly those in production, construction, office and administration, and transportation and material moving occupations) represent a reasonable set of occupations from which potential drivers could be recruited. These findings are broadly in accord with an analysis of data from the Occupational Requirements Survey (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018f), which shows a pattern of job skills required by heavy truck drivers that suggests those skills are likely to be found in the occupations from which drivers come, and to which drivers exit (Gittleman and Monaco 2017). These occupations may serve as a benchmark for the level of pay and hours that might attract workers into truck driving, and suggest that differences in earnings and hours may be among the things that predict switches between these occupations and truck driving, if the labor market is operating normally.
Figure 6: Initial Industry for Those Who Enter Truck Driving in Period 2

Figure 7: Target Industry in Period 2 for Those Who Leave Truck Driving
We next examine the industries from which drivers enter (Figure 6) and to which they exit (Figure 7). Not surprisingly, two fifths of the entry into truck driving in the for-hire segment comes from individuals who originally worked in another occupation within transportation and warehousing. Looking at the occupations from which these individuals enter, we find laborers and freight, stock, and material movers; transportation managers/supervisors; dispatchers; and truck and bus mechanics (these total approximately 55% of the three-digit occupational codes). Over half of those leaving for-hire truck driving leave for another occupation in transportation and warehousing, and the distribution of occupations to which the worker moves is remarkably similar. It appears that firms in the for-hire segment might most productively recruit from other areas within their firm or those of their competitors (i.e. workers handling freight at terminals or docks in the transportation and warehousing industries).

Private carriage draws many drivers from the wholesale, retail trade, manufacturing, and construction industries. The detailed occupations in retail trade from which drivers enter include salespersons, cashiers, stock clerks, and laborers. The occupations of laborers and stock handlers appear sensible as job alternatives for truck driving, as private carriage drivers, laborers, and stock handlers would often interact at loading docks.

The construction and manufacturing industries combined are the source of more than a third of entries into truck driving in private carriage, and a fifth in for-hire carriage. The detailed construction and manufacturing occupations to and from which individuals move into and out of truck driving are similar for both for-hire and private carriage. The construction jobs include laborers, operating engineers, carpenters, and highway maintenance workers. The manufacturing jobs include laborers, sales representatives, supervisors, assemblers, and machinists.
Finally, we examine the extent of migration between for-hire and private carriage. That is, among individuals who report working as truck drivers in both periods, how many of them change industry segments (Table 3)? The answer is that there is relatively little inter-industry migration of truck drivers. Ninety-one percent of individuals who remain truck drivers in both periods but started in the for-hire segment in period 1 are still working in the for-hire segment in period 2. The figure for private carriage drivers remaining in private carriage is eighty-eight percent.27

In sum, although the inability to fully distinguish heavy truck drivers from light and delivery drivers and from driver/sales workers is a limitation in the CPS data, the patterns of occupational and industrial mobility observed in the data make substantive sense. They appear to depict a labor market that stands in natural relationships with other occupations and industries.

---

27 Replicating the figures and tables in Section 4 using the for-hire/private carriage distinction used in prior literature does not change the results substantially. In table 3, for example, the off-diagonal elements (capturing drivers shifting sectors) are 6%, suggesting that sectoral shifts are not substantively changed by our broader specification of the for-hire driver category.
5. **CPS Econometric Models of Truck Driver Occupational In- and Out-Migration**

We now turn to the question of whether differences in earnings and hours predict changes of occupation for truck drivers in the manner we would expect if the labor market is operating in a normal fashion.

5.1. **Exit from Truck Driving**

We first examine truck driver occupational out-migration, by modeling the probability that an individual employed as a truck driver in the first period is no longer working as a driver in the second period. We only consider those who are employed in both periods. The dependent variable is binary and takes a value of 1 if the individual has left the truck driving occupation and 0 otherwise. Explanatory variables include standardized age and its square, marital status, race and ethnicity, union status (whether a union member or covered by a collective bargaining agreement), education, Census region, and fixed effects for year of observation. The estimation for drivers in private carriage also includes 2-digit NAICS industry controls and the percent of heavy trucks used in the industry (calculated from the 2002 VIUS data). This last variable is a proxy for the likelihood that the individual is employed as a heavy and tractor-trailer truck driver, as opposed to a light or delivery service driver, or as a driver-sales worker, recalling that we can’t distinguish these within the CPS truck driver category, though we have dropped the observations we can identify as most likely to be of these types (Section 4, above).

We are interested in the role of earnings and hours in the probability of leaving the occupation. In the first specification we include standardized real weekly earnings and weekly hours, both from period 1, as explanatory variables. We hypothesize that individuals will be more likely to leave trucking to find a better combination of hours and pay elsewhere, which means higher earnings in period 1 should reduce the probability of leaving, all else constant.
The estimated odds ratios for the earnings and hours measures are presented in Table 4. In the first specification, those with higher initial weekly earnings are less likely to leave driving in the second period. A one standard deviation increase in weekly earnings decreases the likelihood of leaving for-hire truck driving by 16%. The relationship between hours and the probability of leaving driving is also negative – a one standard deviation increase in initial weekly hours makes an individual 20% less likely to leave for-hire carriage. Private carriage results are different in detail but qualitatively similar to those in the for-hire case – drivers with weekly earnings one standard deviation higher than the mean are 25% less likely to leave the occupation, and those with weekly hours one standard deviation higher than the mean are 9% less likely to leave truck driving than those at the mean. Additionally, for private carriage truck drivers there is lower likelihood of leaving if the driver is in an industry with a higher percentage of heavy trucks. Those working in an industry with a percentage of heavy trucks one standard deviation higher are only 25% as likely to leave truck driving as those at the mean. This suggests that heavy and tractor-trailer truck drivers are less likely to leave the broad CPS category of trucking than light and delivery service drivers or driver sales workers.

Table 4: Probability of Exiting Truck Driving Occupation between Period 1 and Period 2.

Results are presented as odds ratios from logit models. (OR<1.00 reduces chance of exit, OR=1.00 indicates no effect, OR>1.00 increases chance of exit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>for-hire</th>
<th>private carriage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standardized usual hours (P1)</td>
<td>0.779***</td>
<td>0.908**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-5.52)</td>
<td>(-2.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standardized weekly earnings (P1)</td>
<td>0.844***</td>
<td>0.747***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.67)</td>
<td>(-2.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standardized percent heavy trucks</td>
<td>0.267***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-18.09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 5,465 (for-hire) 6,202 (private carriage)

Robust z-statistics in parentheses (N’s reflect the number of truck drivers in the P1 sample)

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; “P1” and “P2” abbreviate Period 1 and Period 2, respectively.

28 Full regression results are available from the authors. We also explored models that use hourly wage rather than weekly earnings, finding little difference.
5.2. Entry into Truck Driving

We next turn to estimating the probability of entering truck driving. The sub-sample used for estimation is different than that of the exit model, which included all individuals who were drivers in period 1. Here we only include those workers who changed occupations between periods (“movers”). To find these workers in the CPS, we compare 3-digit occupations between the two periods and designate those who change codes as movers. Some of the movers may, in fact, be those who still work the same job, but were coded differently in both periods. To overcome this, we consider “large” occupations (those with at least 1,000 observations in the data set).

Using this sub-sample, we first want to get a sense of whether truck drivers are more or less likely to switch occupations between periods as compared to individuals in other occupations. We estimate a logit model of changing occupations across all occupations (due to the size of the output, results are not presented in this paper and are available from the authors upon request). We include the same controls as in the exit model, along with a series of 3-digit occupational dummies, with truck driver as the reference (i.e. omitted) group. Somewhat surprisingly, we find that the odds ratios estimated for most occupations are greater than one, which indicates that males working in all other occupations in the first period are more likely to leave their occupation in period 2 than those in truck driving. As a robustness check, we then restrict the sample to those with a high school education or less (as these workers may be less likely to migrate between jobs due to reduced opportunities). Again, we find that individuals in other occupations besides truck driving are more likely than truckers to leave for a different occupation. This provides additional evidence that the mobility patterns of truck drivers are not out of step with other blue-collar jobs – while some parts of the occupation may have high turnover at the level of firms (i.e. quitting from a specific motor carrier to switch to another, while staying a driver), as a group, truck drivers appear to have higher levels of occupational attachment than other occupations requiring similar human capital.
Next we turn to the main point of this section: estimating the probability of individuals entering truck driving, conditioned on the fact that they changed jobs between the two periods (that is, among the sample of movers). Again, we estimate the models separately for for-hire and private carriage. The specification is similar to the exit model – explanatory variables include individual characteristics, location, and industry controls. The focus, again, is on the role of earnings and hours in the likelihood of entering the truck driving occupation. Earnings variables compare current income to the average income in trucking, based on the same argument about a “reasonable expectation” as for the exit model.

Higher initial pay reduces the odds of entry to truck driving jobs in period 2, while higher initial hours increases the odds of entry, for both the for-hire and private carriage specifications. This suggests that those entering truck driving see it as an avenue to increased income (hence the pay effect) and were initially working longer hours than the mean in their period 1 occupation (making the relatively long hours of driving more tolerable). In summary, an econometric analysis of entry into the truck driver occupation, and exit from it to other occupations, shows the patterns predicted by economic theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>for-hire</th>
<th>private carriage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standardized usual hours</td>
<td>1.120**</td>
<td>1.115**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.24)</td>
<td>(2.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standardized weekly earnings</td>
<td>0.652***</td>
<td>0.639***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-3.64)</td>
<td>(-4.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>85,977</td>
<td>86,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-statistics in parentheses</td>
<td>(Ns reflect the total number of occupation changers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
6. **Why Do Motor Carriers Perceive a Truck Driver Shortage?**

How, then, do we reconcile the finding that truck driving is a relatively stable occupational choice, with migration driven in a predictable way by earnings and hours, with the view from managers in the trucking industry that the labor market for truck drivers has a serious and persistent shortage? We suggest that the truck driving occupation is actually a composite of driving labor market segments, and that one segment in particular, long distance TL, is a “secondary market” (Cain 1976; Dickens and Lang 1993). Long distance TL is characterized by high levels of competition and very limited ability to differentiate prices in the product market, resulting in labor market conditions in which individual firms are forced to accept high turnover as a cost-minimizing response to their competitive position in the market for their outputs (Burks, Carpenter et al. 2008).

The ATA distinguishes between high turnover rates and a labor market shortage in its most recent driver shortage report (Costello 2017a), but also argues the long distance TL segment is the focus of the shortage: “The vast majority of the shortage is within the over-the-road, or non-local, for-hire truckload sector” (Costello 2017a, p. 7), and the shortage of drivers and high turnover are empirically linked in the analysis offered. Other industry stakeholders also see high turnover, along with anecdotal evidence from carrier managers reporting “unseated trucks,” as the key evidence for a driver shortage (Lockridge 2015).

The persistently high turnover faces managers in the TL segment, who employ between one sixth and one fourth of all heavy and tractor-trailer truck drivers,29 with a real business problem: managing recruitment and retention when many individuals entering the occupation in this specific part of the trucking industry discover the working conditions and earnings to be unattractive (Viscelli 2016). One

---

29 The lower figure is implied in estimates of the number long haul drivers by Gittleman and Monaco (2017); the higher figure is arrived at by taking 2/3 of the total employment recorded in the 2012 Economic Census for NAICS classifications 484121 “General freight trucking, long-distance, truckload” and 484230 “Specialized freight (except used goods) trucking, long-distance” and dividing by the total number of heavy and tractor-trailer drivers that year.
empirical indicator of the magnitude and persistence of this issue is that the American Trucking Associations survey of carriers shows that between 1995 and 2017, the annual turnover rate at large TL carriers averaged 94% and that at small TL carriers 79%, while that at firms in a different segment, less-than-truckload (LTL) carriers, who were surveyed 2000-2017, averaged only 11.7%. During the depths of the recession of 2008, in the first quarter of 2010, the large TL carrier annual turnover rate bottomed out at 39%, and the small TL carrier one hit 35% (ATA Economics Department 2017a; ATA Economics Department 2017b). Further, the problem of managing recruitment and retention becomes harder to solve when the industry has a lagged pricing response to a positive demand shock, because much TL freight moves under contracts, and aside from a spot market, freight rates do not adjust upward quickly. This happened twice post-recession, in 2014 and again in 2018.

However, economists would not regard high turnover rates and the associated problems of recruiting and retaining drivers in this part of trucking as either a long term shortage (since wages rise, with a lag, when product market and then the derived demand for labor increases). Nor would it be called a “broken market,” except to the extent that one might use that term for a secondary labor market segment due to the associated high turnover as an indicator that jobs in this segment are relatively unattractive to many potential employees.

The high turnover in this segment does not show up in the analysis of the present paper for two reasons. First, drivers in the long distance TL segment are a fraction of the total number of heavy and tractor-trailer truck drivers (we estimated between one sixth and one fourth above). Second, CPS data only gives us an indirect look at firm-specific turnover, as there is no job tenure variable in the data, and the only firm exits seen in the ORG data are those that are also either occupation or industry exits.

7. Conclusion
The truck driving occupation is often portrayed by the industry and in the popular press as beset by high levels of turnover and persistent “labor shortages” (Casey 1987; Mele 1988; Cooke 1989; ATRI Staff 2005; Costello 2017; Long 2018; Meyersohn 2018). Our analysis of the Occupational Employment Statistics data agrees that the labor market for heavy and tractor trailer truck drivers shows markers of a “tight” labor market over the period since 2003: employment has been resilient and nominal annual wages have exceeded those of other blue-collar jobs with similar human capital requirements.

Using data from the Current Population Survey, we modeled exit from and entry to the occupation and find that occupational migration among drivers is similar in magnitude to that in other blue collar occupations (Kambourov and Manovskii 2008). From the short panels available in the CPS Outgoing Rotation Groups data we cannot see cycling in and out of occupations for an individual over his career, however, the occupations from which drivers enter and to which they leave are similar – construction, production, and non-trucking transportation jobs – providing evidence that drivers consider the earnings and hours of these jobs as alternatives to trucking.

Econometric models of in and out-migration of drivers support this. Drivers with higher earnings and hours in period 1 are less likely to leave driving in period 2. Those who enter driving in period 2 tend to have lower earnings and higher hours in their initial job. Perhaps most surprising, a basic model of moving between occupations shows that truck drivers have lower occupational migration than other workers with similar education levels. This suggests that in the aggregate, the labor market for truck drivers works about as well as labor markets for other blue collar occupations. Whether one thinks that is a satisfactory outcome depends on one’s view of the evolution of wages and conditions in other blue collar labor markets in the US over the relevant time period, a topic which is beyond the scope of the present paper (Mishel, Bivens et al. 2012). But nothing in the available evidence suggests there will be an actual shortage of drivers which will bring about “severe supply chain disruptions resulting in significant shipping delays, higher inventory carrying costs, and perhaps shortages at stores” (Costello
2017a) as a long run result. Of course, short term increases in the demand for freight movements can produce the same short term labor supply issues for truck drivers as may arise in any occupation, especially if coupled with simultaneous higher demand for labor in the occupations identified in this paper as the primary alternatives for truck driving, as can happen when there is a sufficiently robust macroeconomic expansion.
8. Appendix A: Construction of Matched Outgoing Rotation Group CPS Files

We use data from the CPS Outgoing Rotation Groups (ORG) files from 2003-2017 from the Center for Economic and Policy Research (Dew 2018). Individuals in the CPS are surveyed for four consecutive months and asked the key labor questions (such as industry and occupation) in the fourth month. They leave the survey for eight months at which point they are picked up for another four months, and again asked key labor questions in the fourth month. Thus, though the CPS is technically a cross-sectional data set, short panels that contain information on earnings, hours, occupation and industry can be constructed by matching individuals in their fourth month of their first and second spells (exactly one year apart).

There are technical issues that arise when matching CPS data files. Though the CPS data files can be used to exploit the longitudinal information, the survey is not intended to be a panel, and relatively little effort is made to deal with non-response in the second period. Thus, there is a significant amount of attrition in the data after the first observation of each individual in the ORG, resulting from non-response, death, and relocation (Madrian and Lefgren 1999). Because individuals are not uniquely identified in the data, one needs to be cautious when matching. Following prior studies, we use HHID, HHNUM, LINENO, STATE and MONTH variables to identify potential matches and then check for inconsistencies in sex, race, and age across the two periods to identify and eliminate false matches. Doing this we are able to match roughly 70% of period 1 respondents in the data, in line with Neumark and Kawaguchi (2004).

Neumark and Kawaguchi (2004) compare attrition in the CPS to the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP; US Census Bureau 2018) and generally find relatively small amounts of attrition bias. Given that we are focused on working age males, we think that the amount of potential attrition bias is relatively low. There should be relatively low mortality among 21-65 year-olds (Madrian
and Lefgren (1999) find the highest rates of mortality attrition at substantially higher ages). Adverse economic experiences (such as layoff/firing) might lead to attrition, but, since our analysis focuses on those employed in both periods, this should have minimal effect on our empirical models.
9. Appendix B: Identifying Heavy and Tractor-trailer Truck Drivers in the CPS

To limit the number of light truck drivers and driver/sales workers in our CPS Outgoing Rotation Group sample by selecting observations to drop, we rely on two auxiliary sources of data. One is the VIUS (mentioned above, in Section 2).30 The VIUS is a sample of survey responses from a nationally representative sample of owners of all vehicles in use at the time of the survey, of which commercial vehicles are a subset. The data set has information on the industry of use for commercial trucks, which we use to identify industries, other than trucking, that utilize a substantial number of heavy trucks. We find almost no such trucks in the following industries: public administration; information; finance, insurance and real estate; health care; educational services; professional; management; and other services (US Census Bureau 2004).

The second data source used is the industry-occupation matrix provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment Projections (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2017a; Bureau of Labor Statistics 2017b). From this matrix, we can identify the percent of truck drivers in different industries. Because the matrix is based on the SOC, we can directly identify the industries which are most likely to contain driver/sales workers, light truck drivers, and heavy truck drivers. Much like the VIUS, we find few heavy truck drivers in public administration; information; finance, insurance and real estate; health care; educational services; professional, technical and managerial; other services; and arts, entertainment, and recreation. In two of the remaining industries, wholesale trade and retail trade, heavy truck drivers are present in significant numbers, but comprise a minority (less than 50%) of truck driving jobs. In retail trade, light truck drivers dominate with 62% of jobs versus 21% sales drivers and 17% heavy truck drivers. In

---

30 As noted in Section 2, a limitation of this approach is that the VIUS, which was part of the Quinquennial Economic Census, was last administered in 2002, and was permanently cancelled in 2007. However, this is the best truck use data available, and there is little reason to think that heavy and tractor-trailer trucks have become more prevalent in industries that did not have them in 2002.
wholesale trade, the largest share is heavy truck drivers, 42%, followed by light truck drivers, 31%, and sales drivers, 27%.  

Based on this, we are fairly confident in dropping drivers from the CPS driver sample who are in the industries that the VIUS and the occupational-industry matrix identify as containing few heavy truck drivers. We are less clear about how to approach wholesale and retail trade. While heavy drivers do not comprise the majority of either industry, these industries combined employ roughly 700,000 drivers, which means the heavy truck drivers in them are potentially significant parts of the overall occupation. We choose to keep them in the sample and run all regressions with and without drivers in the wholesale and retail trade industries as a sensitivity test (we report on the comparison infrequently, but the alternative regression results are available from the authors upon request).

---

31 A copy of the matrix is available from the authors upon request.
10. Appendix C: A Modification of the Usual Approach to For-Hire versus Private Carriage

As mentioned in the first part of Section 4, we reconsider how to categorize drivers in the CPS sample by industry. According to the standard definitions of these two types of trucking operations (described in Section 2), “for-hire” carriers haul freight as their primary business (NAICS code 484 “Truck Transportation” (United States Census Bureau 2017c)), while “private carriers” provide trucking services within a firm that is engaged in another primary line of business (Burks, Belzer et al. 2010). Existing work has tended to identify those individuals identified by the CPS as employed in the trucking industry per se as for-hire, and those employed in all other industries as private carriage, but we suggest that this distinction does not work as is conventionally expected in either household (CPS) or establishment (OES) survey data.

The problem is that the industry in which a driver is employed is generally assigned based on the primary business at the work location (an “establishment”) being surveyed. This raises two issues. One is that this may not be the same as the primary business for the firm as a whole. Large private carriers operated by firms whose primary business is something other than trucking may be assigned to the trucking industry, because trucking is the primary business at the relevant work location of the private carrier. This tends to put private carriage drivers into the for-hire category. A second issue is that from the perspective of the for-hire trucking industry, parcel carriers who operate lots of heavy trucks at distances beyond a single metropolitan area, such as UPS and FedEx, are part of for-hire trucking, since they haul freight for customers, not freight owned by UPS or FedEx, as do private carriers. However, according to federal statistical taxonomy, the formal industry classification of these firms is “NAICS 49211: Couriers and Express Delivery Services” (United States Census Bureau 2017b), so a substantial

---

32 Industries are classified in the CPS according to the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS; United States Census Bureau 2017a). The taxonomy is designed to make the most useful classifications overall given the many and diverse uses of the data, while maintaining consistency across Mexico, the US, and Canada; these may not be the classifications that analysts of a particular industry, such as trucking, would prefer.
proportion of their establishments will fall outside of the for-hire trucking industry. This tends to put drivers more naturally designated as for-hire into the private carriage category.

Thus, instead of identifying for-hire and private carriage drives in the data in the manner of past research, based on whether a driver’s Census industry code is “Truck Transportation” or not, we use a more general distinction between for-hire drivers as those employed at establishments in any part of the transportation business (NAICS 48-49, which includes all of “Transportation and Warehousing” (United States Census Bureau 2017a)) on the one hand, and private carriage drivers as those employed at establishments in all other industries, on the other.33 This fixes one of the two problems identified above: courier and express service heavy truck drivers will now be counted in the for-hire category, because Courier and Express Delivery Services, which are expected to be the primary activities at establishments operated by such firms, fall within the broader category of Transportation and Warehousing. It does not address the other problem, that some private carriage drivers are reported as for-hire because they work at large establishments at which the primary business is operating trucks, though this is not the primary business of the overall firm; these drivers will still be classified as for-hire. In addition, it classifies as for-hire drivers who work for private carriers operated by firms who are not trucking companies but whose overall primary business still falls within Transportation and Warehousing.

Thus, the usual classification scheme using the trucking industry as the identifier of for-hire drivers most likely leads to over-identification of drivers as private carriage, while the present approach may lead to the opposite, over-identification of drivers as for-hire. We accept this misclassification on the grounds that those who are incorrectly classified as for-hire using our approach tend to be more similar to drivers who work for for-hire carriers (especially in terms of the nature of work and type of

33 Our results are generally not sensitive to this distinction – results using the more conventional separating of for-hire versus private carriage as drivers in trucking versus non-trucking industries are available from the authors upon request.
equipment operated), than they are to private carriage drivers working for firms outside of Transportation and Warehousing.

For comparison to Table 1 in Section 4, we also provide here Table 6, which shows the distributions using the more usual identification of for-hire drivers. The primary difference is that 8.7% of drivers are removed from the 53.4% contained in the broad version of the trucking industry, and then are placed in a separate category of “Transportation and Warehousing, other than Trucking.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Percent of Truck Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale Trade</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Trade</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration, Support, Waste Management, Remediation</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucking Industry (conventional specification of “for-hire”)</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and Warehousing, other than Trucking</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations from CPS outgoing rotation group date, 2003-2017
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